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Abstract 
A description of a fully autonomous, golf ball rolling, RoboRodentia 2014 competitor made with 
stepper motors, line sensors, a servo and an Ardunio Uno  
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Introduction 
Every year CalPoly hosts a competition known as Roborodentia wherein a challenge is presented and 
students build robots that compete head to head in a double elimination tournament. The winners are 
awarded prize money and prestige. As a single person team, I built a robot that won 2nd place. The 
contest’s parameters change every two years. 
Competition 
This year the competition involved rolling golf balls from your side of the court to the red goals on the 
other side. The center goal was worth 1 point, while the smaller side goals tripled the value of the 
scored golf ball. Figure 1 shows the layout of the course, while the Appendix contains the official rules 
for this year’s competition. Robots can hold a maximum of 5 golf balls at any given time and can only be 
reloaded on alternating sides. If you reload on the side closest to the camera in Figure 1, the next reload 
must occur at the other side by the floating text that reads, “Roborodentia 2014 v1.0”. Rounds last three 
minutes. When one minute remains on the match clock, an orange ball worth six times the normal 
number of points is given to the side with the fewest overall points. At the end of three minutes, the 
robot with the most points is declared the winner and advances. The 2014 competition saw a total of 14 
competitors. 
 
Figure 1 Roborodentia Course 
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Plan 
To win this completion I needed a robot that could quickly move to a precise location on the table, 
unload its cargo, and quickly cross the remaining distance to arrive at the reload position near either 
side of the playing field. My plan was to build a robot that would aim for only one goal. Focusing all 
shots on one goal reduces complexity. The strategy is to quickly reach the firing position, quickly unload 
the hopper, and quickly make it to the reload position before continuing with its quick code loop. I knew 
I would need to find fast and accurate motors, as well as a simple reliable platform.  
Prior to the announcement of the competition I had been contracted to write a program to control 
stepper motors for an industrial application, so when I needed to choose a motor for the competition, 
stepper motors made sense. My plan was to use an Open loop control system to blindly control the 
position of my robot, which I named Full Auto. I would implement this by converting all the distances in 
the playing field to steps using a mathematical equation relating the circumference of the wheel 
(including the rubber tire) to the number of steps of the stepper motor. With this, I would be able to 
control, without doubt, where the robot was on the course at any point in time. 
I decided to control ball release with a servo due to the high torque, reliability, and ease of use servos 
provide. By using a continuous rotation servo, I could fire all 5 balls without having to run the servo in 
reverse. The servo would only have to control the release of the ball, while gravity would provide the 
force needed to roll the ball down the launch ramp and into the goal.  
 
  
Figure 2 Firing Mechanism - Continuous Rotation Servo 
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Construction 
Physical 
Physical construction progressed incrementally. I knew if I 
had a robot sitting in front of me I would be able to 
program it, but actually beginning construction seemed 
incredibly daunting. Dr. Seng’s advice was to approach it 
early enough that you could pretend you were only 
building a prototype and if you made errors, or didn’t like 
the design, there was always the final model to improve 
upon. This helped me get started. 
I wanted to keep my robot simple, yet strong. The first 
thing I needed to decide upon was the chassis. After 
looking online and not finding anything matching the look 
and feel I wanted, I paid a visit to the local hardware 
stores. I found some poplar hobby board, wooden dowels, 
and a paint mixing stick. To make the “mast” of Full Auto I 
countersunk the dowels into the base board and attached 
a screw through the bottom of both. When drilling into 
thin wood, I drilled pilot holes to prevent the wood from 
splitting. 
The hopper is constucted of a band of metal bent in a 
square around four wooden dowels. I used screws to 
secure the dowels to the band. I determined the lengths 
between bends by calculating the length based on the 
diameter of a standard golf ball, diameter of the dowel, 
empty space for the 90 degree bend and the width of the 
metal band. I found after coming to a precise 
measurement that my ability to fold metal to such 
precision lacked, so I went to the on campus machine shop 
and used their sheet metal press. 
As I was building the robot, I encountered a chicken-egg problem. I wanted to allocate space for the 
equipment, but without building it first and making some commitments to the locations of things, I 
couldn’t place anyhting. For example, before completing constuction on the chasis and mast I was 
unsure where I was going to mount the battery and breadboard. Until I had physically constructed the 
device, I was not sure where wires would need to travel, so step by step, I put things together, and when 
enough components were there to be able to anticipate the rest, I could start placing things. I mounted 
the battery at the base of the mast and the breadboard above it, both using rubber bands. Using rapid 
(and cheap) prototyping tools like rubber bands, zipties and duct tape allowed me to make 
modifications as necessary because each of those mentioned items could be readily removed and 
replaced.  
  
 
Figure 3 Wooden Structure. 
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Originally after assembling the breadboard with the 
stepper drivers and making all the required connections 
with jumper wires, it was a mess. There was no 
breadboard, just a mass of multi colored cabling making 
small jumps across the board. I replaced this with solid 
core wiring cut and bent to the needed lengths as can 
be seen in Figure 4. To deal with the Arduino’s limited 
number of pins, I tied pins of similar functions on each 
stepper driver together so I would only need to run one 
wire from the breadboard to the microcontroller. I had 
several pins in this configuration, but in the final version, 
only the reset pins and micro-step pins were tied 
together saving 4 Arduino IO ports. 
Code 
I designed the code to be readable and adjustable on 
race day. I wanted to be able to quickly adjust the 
distances during the movement phases based on 
observations of the previous match. I built a practice 
course on my kitchen floor so I could fine tune the left 
turn and the line following algorithm. 
During the time between each race, I made slight modifications to the positioning constants based on 
new data. Overall these changes benefited performance, but had I taken the time to properly measure 
and calculate these values beforehand, performance would have been better.   
The backbone of Full Autos code is a timer running at around 801 Hz. I experimentally found this 
frequency to provide smooth stepper motor action. This timer is always running after initialization and 
motion is controlled via individual counters for each motor. If the counter is greater than 0, then a step 
pulse is sent to that motor driver. The reload function also uses this timer.  
Figure 6 in the appendix shows the application program. For a pin out see Table 2 in the appendix.  
Problems Encountered and Solutions 
I bought stepper motors due to their absoluteness. When you move one step, the motor turns exactly 
0.9 degrees. Using this and the circumference of the wheel, I thought it would be possible to design this 
robot without a feedback system. After implementing this open loop system, I discovered that although 
both wheels turned exactly the same amount, due to real world forces, one wheel slipped after 
beginning to move every time. The left wheel would lose traction when it began moving and this tiny bit 
of error was enough to derail my whole plan. No longer did I know if the robot moved exactly as I 
programmed it to. At first I thought this slippage was caused by the change in momentum involved with 
change the speed of a physical body. Based on this conclusion, I began trying to implement speed up 
and slow down routines to ease the bot into and out of motion. For some reason I am still unsure of, the 
stepper motors and drivers I have in my possession only like moving at frequencies near 400 Hz. Too far 
Figure 4 Breadboard with Stepper Drivers  
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above or below this number results in skippy movement or missed steps. So, given that changing the 
step frequency is a not a possible solution I began looking to the micro step function of the drivers. 
Using micro stepping it is possible to move a stepper motor less than one step per pulse. I took 
advantage of this to gradually speed up and slow down by sequentially increasing or decreasing the 
micro step setting to speed up or slow down the robot. The algorithm controlling the micro step setting 
of the drivers can be found in the timer interrupt in the Code section of the appendix.  
This still did not solve my problem, as the left motor was still slipping. At this point I decided to add line 
sensors and make this more of a closed loop system. I installed line sensors 3/8 inch apart. The width of 
the tape used to denote course boundaries is ¾ inch wide. By installing line sensors half that distance 
apart, I could track the line by looking for the outside line sensor to see black, while the inside line 
sensor sees white. I stopped (with braking) rotation of either the inside or the outside wheel depending 
on the state of the sensors. Consult Table 1 to see the decision matrix.  I found this algorithm to be 
extremely reliable, even correcting from full speed line collisions at up to eighty degrees. The bot 
straightened out after encountering the line. During testing and debugging I used the tricolor led to 
display the status of line sensors so I could know exactly what state the machine thought it was in if it 
did run into trouble. I kept this in for the competition because I found it fun to watch, and helpful if 
errors happened.  
Table 1 Line Sensor Decision Matrix 
Outside 
Sensor 
Inside 
Sensor 
Inside Wheel  
(Closest to sensors) 
Outside 
Wheel 
Black White Normal Normal 
White Black Normal Paused 
White White Paused Normal 
 
Another problem I am almost embarrassed to admit involved the stepper motor drivers obtaining too 
hot to touch temperatures. This is the reason I felt it necessary to install a fan, although once I read the 
parts of the datasheet I had initially skipped over and properly adjusted the driver current limiter the 
heat issue dissipated. Originally because I did not know of this heat issue, the drivers were shutting off 
and activating the Fault pin. I hooked up a speaker to the alarm pin so I would be audibly informed when 
I might be melting something. After reducing the current, I did not hear the speaker. 
Plans for Next Iteration 
After the competition ended, I was left with ideas of how to improve my robot if it were to compete 
again. I would increase the positioning abilities by adding more line sensors and using them to detect 
when the robot has found the edge of the course. Over time, due to rushed measurements, the 
positioning of my robot accumulated error. This is due to me inputting the wrong length of the course. If 
I could have detected when I arrived at the edge of the playing field, my positioning would have been 
reset at each reload. This would have given me much more consistency during the course of the 
competition.  
I would entertain the idea of adding a distance sensor facing toward the goal. I would use this to detect 
when my firing lane was blocked and wait until it cleared, or try another lane. To try another lane would 
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mean there has to be another lane, so I would consider adding another servo to control the launch angle 
by turning the launch ramp. With these two modifications, I could potentially hit any goal instead of the 
one in the opposite right corner.  
I would also investigate methods of increasing precision over the course of multiple shots. I don’t quite 
know why, but the first ball goes to a slightly different end point than the rest. This might be linked to 
how the launch ramp is attached to the chassis (with duct tape) but as you can see in Figure 5, I 
attempted to increase stability of this just prior to competition start with a horizontally mounted 
stabilizing plank. For future iterations, I would investigate mounting this more securely. 
 
Figure 5 Launch Ramp Mount 
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Appendix 
Additional Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 6 Program's Main Function with Loop 
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Figure 7 Power Diagram 
 
Figure 8 Microstep Modes 
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Figure 9 Completed Full Auto 
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Figure 10 Chassis Layout 
 
Table 2 Arduino Pinout 
Arduino 
Pin Connected to  Arduino Pin Connected to 
Port B    Port D   
Pin 0 Tricolor Red  Pin 0 Stepper Driver Microstep M0 
Pin 1 Servo  Pin 1 Stepper Driver Microstep M1 
Pin 2 Tricolor Green  Pin 2 Stepper Driver Microstep M2 
Pin 3 Tricolor Blue  Pin 3 Stepper Driver Reset 
Pin 4 Stepper R Enable  Pin 4 Stepper R Direction  
Pin 5 Stepper L Enable  Pin 5 Stepper R Step 
   Pin 6 Stepper L Direction  
Port C    Pin 7 Stepper L Step 
Pin 0 Button (Launch Button)    
Pin 1 
Line Sensor Front 
Outside    
Pin 2 Line Sensor Front Inside    
Pin 3 Line Sensor Back Outside    
Pin 4 Line Sensor Back Inside    
Pin 5 Reload LED    
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Figure 11 Stepper Motor Driver Pin out 
 
Figure 12 Stepper Motor Mounts 
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Figure 14 Line Sensor Implementation 
  
Figure 13 Line Sensor Circuit 
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Competition Rules 
Roborodentia XIX 
Competition Rules and Course Specification: 
Version 1.1 (2/16/14) 
This year's competition is a head-to-head double elimination tournament where the object of 
the competition is to roll golf balls into an opponent’s goal. 
        Competition Date:  April 12, 2014 (1pm) 
        Competition Location:  Mott Gym, Cal Poly Campus 
        Registration Deadline:  TBD 
The competition is organized by the Cal Poly Eta Kappa Nu chapter. 
Teams are required to register with their intent to compete in Roborodentia. Registration forms 
will be made available. 
Note: Rules are subject to minor updates and clarifications. Any changes will be announced and 
noted at the bottom of this page. 
Download the competition layout here:  Roborodentia 2014 v1.0 Sketchup 
1. Course Specifications (see attached diagrams for more details and dimensions) 
1.1  The entire course is 8’ wide x 8’ long with 4” high walls along the left and right side edges. 
1.2  The black lines shown on the playing field are strips of 3/4" black masking tape. 
1.3  There are 6 fixed circular pillars (2” diameter and 4” high) at fixed locations in the center of 
the playing field. 
1.4  There are three goals for each robot:  2 corner goals and 1 center goal. 
1.5  The backboard area behind each goal will be painted red. 
2. Robot Specifications 
2.1  Robots must be fully autonomous and self-contained. 
2.2  Robots must have an 10” x 10” footprint or smaller at beginning of the match, but may 
autonomously expand after the match begins. At any point during a match, a robot’s footprint 
may not be larger than 13” x 13”.  There is no height limitation. 
2.3  A robot may not disassemble into multiple parts. 
2.4  Robots may not use any RF wireless receivers/transmitters during the competition.  
2.5  Robots may not damage the course or the contest golf balls. 
2.6  Adhesives may be used to pick up balls, but the balls may not be modified in any way.  A 
ball must be completely free of residue after it has been picked up. 
2.7  If a robot has RF wireless components on-board, the contestant will be required to notify 
the judges before the competition, and be able to demonstrate that the wireless 
components are not used.  If RF components are found on-board that were not declared, 
or declared non-operational when active, it will be grounds for immediate disqualification. 
2.8  Intentionally jamming an opponent's sensors is not allowed.  A robot may not have 
weaponry designed to damage an opponent’s robot. 
3. Competition Regulations 
3.1  At the beginning of a match, a robot must touch the back black line and not touch a side 
line.  The robot may start in any orientation. 
3.2  Golf balls must exit a robot no more than 3 inches above ground level with no upward 
momentum. Knocking a ball off of a center pillar is not limited by this rule. 
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3.3  A robot must stop, touch the black tape along the left or right side line, and 
automatically turn on a 10mm green “reload LED” before a reload of white balls 
may begin.  During a reload, contestants may drop up to 5 white golf balls into a robot 
reloading hatch.  The robot must not move during a reload and contestants may not touch 
the robot.  Before the robot may start moving, the green reload LED must turn off in order 
to signal the end of a reload. 
3.4  If a robot does not have a functional reload LED, only 3 balls may be loaded during a reload. 
3.5  Reloads may only occur from alternating side lines.  Once a robot reloads from one side of 
the field, it must obtain its next reload from the other side line. 
3.6  The first robot to score a ball in each of its 3 goals gets a reload of up to 5 blue balls upon 
the next reload. Blue balls are worth 3 times as much as regular white balls. 
3.7  If a contest golf ball goes off the course, then the ball is out of play with no penalty 
assessed. 
3.8  Robots will be randomly seeded on the morning prior to the event. 
3.9  The tournament will be run in a double elimination format. 
3.10  A match will last 3 minutes. 
3.11  If both teams agree, the match may end prior to three minutes. 
3.12  At the end of a match, the robot with more points wins the match. 
3.13  One false start is allowed per team per match.  A false start must be requested within 3 
seconds after the match starts. 
3.14  A team may pick up their robot and restart their robot (touching the back black line and 
not touching a side line) during the match. If a restart occurs, the opposing team will be 
awarded a bonus. (3 points for the first restart, 4 points for the second, and 5 points for the 
third, etc.) 
3.15  A 3 second tone countdown will signal the start of a match. Contestants must start the 
robot during this period by pressing only 1 button 1 time. Contestants may not touch a robot 
during a match (except on a restart). Not restarting a robot ends the run for that robot and the 
robot keeps all points up to that instant. 
3.16  Robots may not have any red color externally visible. 
3.17  Teams using compressed air will be limited to 50psi when releasing bursts of 
air.  Compressed air used to power actuators will not limited.  The total wattage of electric fans 
on a robot may not exceed 15W except the fan output power may be up to 100W when a robot 
is shooting a ball in its possession. 
4.  Scoring 
4.1  Golf balls are scored by rolling them into goals on the opposing side of the playing field. 
Balls must remain inside the goal pocket in order to be counted for points. 
4.2  A white golf ball scored in a center goal will be worth 1 point.  A white golf ball scored in a 
corner goal will be worth 3 points.  
4.3  A pillar golf ball is worth 3 times a regular white ball.  They are worth 3 points in the center 
goal and 9 points in a corner goal. These will be replenished at the 1-minute and 2-minute 
marks of the game. 
4.4 At the 2-minute mark, a single orange ball worth 6 times a white ball will be put into the 
reload set of the team with fewer overall points at that instant. 
5. Penalties 
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5.1  If any part of a robot breaks the plane of the center line dividing the two halves of the 
playing field, that robot will be assessed a 15 point penalty.  The robot must restart from the 
back line. 
5.2  A robot that attempts to damage an opponent's robot will be disqualified for that match. 
5.3  Robots that do not move within the first 20 seconds of a match will be considered 
inoperable and will forfeit the match. 
5.4  If both robots have not moved for 60 seconds (at any time during a match), the match will 
end. 
5.5  If a robot exceeds the size restrictions during a match, the match ends for that robot.  The 
opponent robot may continue the match. 
5.6  Robots that fall off the back edge of the playing field will be charged a restart penalty and 
will be required to restart. 
6. Tie breakers 
In the event of a tie, the following tie breakers (listed in order below) will be used to 
determine a winner: 
1.  The team that scored more blue bonus balls 
2.  The team that scored in more pockets 
3.  The team that scored more golf balls in corner pockets 
4.  One round of rock, paper, scissors 
5.  Coin toss 
7. Contestant eligibility 
Anybody may enter Roborodentia XIX.  If the winning team does not have a current Cal Poly 
student as a member, $200 of the 1st place prize money will be donated to the highest placing 
team with a student member. 
8. Prizes 
Below are the prize levels: 
1st Place - $1,000 
2nd Place - $600 
3rd Place - $400 
Rules Changelog: 
Version 1.2 (3/20/14) 
        -modified the fan output power to 100W when a robot is shooting a ball in its possession 
Version 1.1 (2/15/14) 
        -changed orange ball value to 6 points 
        -limited fan wattage to 15W 
        -limited air pressure release to 50PSI 
Version 1.0 (11/22/13) - Initial release 
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Parts List 
 Ardunio Uno R3 
 Half Breadboard 
 Pololu DRV8825 Stepper Motor Driver x2 
 3v Speaker 
 100µF Capacitor x2 
 330µF Capacitor 
 100Ω Resistors (several) 
 1kΩ Resistors (several) 
 3.9kΩ Resistors x4 
 10 mm Green LED 
 Tri-Color diffused LED 
 Red LED x3 
 Button 
 2200mAh 3S 30 C Li-Po battery 
 10 Amp Castle BEC voltage converter 
 68 oz.in Stepper Motor (400 steps/rev) x2 
 Poplar hobby board 
 Wooden Dowel 
 Metal Roofing Strap x3 
 Paint stick x2 
 Duct tape 
 Zip ties 
 Heat shrink tube for 20 AWG wire 
 Parallax Continuous Rotation Servo 
 12v Motherboard fan 
 Acrobotics 3 in Wheel set 
 Acrobotics 5mm Wheel Mounts 
 QRD1114 Phototransistor x4 
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Code 
/** 
* The brains of Das Robot (Full Auto) 
* Roborodentia, CalPoly, April 12, 2014 
* Author: Josh Porter 
* 
*/ 
 
#define F_CPU 16000000UL 
#include <avr/io.h> 
#include <util/delay.h> 
#include <stdbool.h> 
#include <avr/interrupt.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <compiler.h> 
 
/****************************************************************************** 
* 
*        Defines 
* 
******************************************************************************/ 
 
#define INPUT_PIN 0 
#define OUTPUT_PIN 1 
 
#define FORWARD  1 
#define BACKWARD 0 
 
#define NOT_SET 3 
#define CORRECTIVE_TURN_DIVISOR 8  
 
#define AIM_FOR_CORNER 1 
//#undef AIM_FOR_CORNER 
 
#define DIST_ONE_REV 241.9 //240.33 //TODO MEASURE WHEN LOADED 
#define STEPS_PER_REV 400 
#define WHEEL_BASE  165.0 
#define WHEEL_LEFT  1 
#define WHEEL_RIGHT  2 
#define BRAKING_TIME (50*2)  //brake for a lil bit 
#define RELOAD_TIME  (1750)  //reload for 1.75 s - need to recalculate based 
on new clk freq 
#define SERVO_TIME  (1500 * 2)  //Fire for 1500 seconds 
#define STEPPER_OCR0A_801HZ  155 
 
#define LEFT_TURN_STEPS (250)  //Recalculate if changing DIST_ONE_REV, 220 if 
not loaded (at home) 
 
#ifdef AIM_FOR_CORNER 
 
#define STEPS_FROM_RIGHT_TO_FP 650 
#define STEPS_FROM_LEFT_TO_FP ((FULL_COURT_STEP_COUNT)-(STEPS_FROM_RIGHT_TO_FP)+50) 
//2700 
 
#else 
 
#define STEPS_FROM_RIGHT_TO_FP 4.5*400.0 + 50  
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#define STEPS_FROM_LEFT_TO_FP ((FULL_COURT_STEP_COUNT)-(STEPS_FROM_RIGHT_TO_FP+50)) 
//1350 
 
#endif 
#define FULL_COURT_STEP_COUNT    8.25*400.0 
 
//THESE ARE LINKED MATHMATICALLY. 
#define SLOW_DOWN_STEPS   149 //math% of one rotation 
#define SPEED_UP_STEPS   149 
#define FULL_STEPS_USED_TO_SPEED_UP  140 // math% of one rotation 
#define FULL_STEPS_USED_TO_SLOW_DOWN  140 
 
 
// vv LED STUFF vv 
#define LED_PORT    PORTB 
#define LED_RED_PIN    3 //Disconnect to save a pin as this is illegal 
color //Think  about using pins 12 and 13 
#define LED_GREEN_PIN   2 
#define LED_BLUE_PIN    0 
#define c_RED     0b001 
#define c_GREEN    0b010 
#define c_BLUE    0b100 
#define LED_OFF    0 
#define LED_RED    1 
#define LED_GREEN    2 
#define LED_YELLOW    3 
#define LED_BLUE    4 
#define LED_VIOLET    5 
#define LED_INDIGO    6 
#define LED_WHITE    7 
 
// ^^ END LED STUFF ^^ 
 
//Stepper 
#define STEPPER_PORT    PORTD 
#define STEPPER_M0    PIND0 
#define STEPPER_M1    PIND1 
#define STEPPER_M2    PIND2 
#define STEPPER_RESET_PIN   PIND3 
#define STEPPER_R_DIR   PIND4 
#define STEPPER_R_STEP   PIND5 
#define STEPPER_L_DIR   PIND6 
#define STEPPER_L_STEP   PIND7 
 
#define STEPPER_R_ENABLE   PINB4 
#define STEPPER_L_ENABLE   PINB5 
 
//Microsteps and their full rotation step count 
#define MSTEP_FULL    400 
#define MSTEP_2    800 
#define MSTEP_4    1600 
#define MSTEP_8    3200 
#define MSTEP_16    6400 
#define MSTEP_32    12800 
 
//Servo 
#define SERVO_PORT    PORTB 
#define SERVO_PIN    PINB1 
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#define SERVO_FULL_BACK   2600 
#define SERVO_FULL_FORWARD   3400 
 
//Line Followers 
#define LS_FORWARD_OUTSIDE   PINC1 
#define LS_FORWARD_INSIDE   PINC2 
#define LS_BACKWARD_OUTSIDE   PINC3 
#define LS_BACKWARD_INSIDE   PINC4 
#define WHITE_THRESHOLD   500 
#define SEEING_WHITE(num)   (num < WHITE_THRESHOLD) 
 
//Launch Pin 
#define LAUNCH_PIN    PINC0 
 
//ReloadLED 
#define RELOAD_LED    PINC5 
/****************************************************************************** 
* 
*        Function Definitions 
* 
******************************************************************************/ 
void LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL(int magicNumber); 
void LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL2(int magicNumber); 
void setServoDirection(bool forward); 
void startServoTimer(bool active); 
void startStepperTimer(bool active); 
void initTimers(void); 
void init(void); 
void initADC(void); 
void setStepperDirection(int wheel, int forward); 
void finishMove(void); 
void moveNumSteps(int steps, bool useLineSensors); 
void turn(float degrees); 
void reload3(int color, int time_ms, bool startServo); 
void reload2(int color); 
void reload(void); 
void shutdown(void); 
void makeTHELeft(void); 
void setMicrostep(int setting); 
void startLineSensors(bool active); 
void fireHopper(void); 
 
void testFreq(void); 
void testStepCount(void); 
int getNext(int id); 
 
/****************************************************************************** 
* 
*        Global Variables 
* 
******************************************************************************/ 
 
uint8_t wheelDirectionLeft = FORWARD; 
uint8_t wheelDirectionRIGHT = FORWARD; 
uint8_t currentDirection = FORWARD; 
bool stepperTimeActive = false; 
int currentMicrostep = MSTEP_FULL; 
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uint8_t outputLevel = 0; 
int brakeCounter = 0; 
int reloadCounter = 0; 
int reloadTime = RELOAD_TIME * 2; 
 
int stepsToTake = 0; 
int stepsToTakeHalf = 0; 
int stepsToTakeFourth = 0; 
int stepsToTakeEighth = 0; 
int stepsToTakeSixtenth = 0; 
int * stepsToDecrement; 
 
 
bool useLineSensors = false; 
uint8_t reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel = NOT_SET; 
volatile bool pauseLeft = false; 
volatile bool pauseRight = false; 
int pausedStepCountR = 0; 
int pausedStepCountL = 0; 
int pausedDurationL = 0; 
int pausedDurationR = 0; 
volatile int outsideValue; 
volatile int insideValue; 
uint8_t nextSensor = 1; 
uint8_t currentSensor = 1; 
 
volatile bool launched = false; 
volatile bool moving = false; 
volatile bool reloading = false; 
volatile bool brakingComplete = false; 
volatile bool accelerating = true; 
volatile bool decelerating = false; 
 
/****************************************************************************** 
* 
*        Interrupt Service Routines 
* 
******************************************************************************/ 
 
ISR(TIMER0_COMPA_vect){ 
 //Do stepper stuff here 
 //1 step takes two interrupts. 
 //cli(); //prevent ADC interrupt during this function 
  
 if(stepsToTake > 0 ){ 
  //Enable motors 
  PORTD |= (1<<STEPPER_RESET_PIN); 
  brakingComplete = false; 
 } 
  
 //This value must be changed if SLOW_DOWN_STEPS is anything other than 114. 
 //decelerating = stepsToTake > 0 && stepsToTake <= FULL_STEPS_USED_TO_SLOW_DOWN ; 
//begin decelerating when a fourth (half?) of a rotation remains. This is done by 
changing the microstep value on the stepper drivers. 
 if(stepsToTake == FULL_STEPS_USED_TO_SLOW_DOWN){ 
  decelerating = true; 
  stepsToTakeSixtenth = SLOW_DOWN_STEPS; 
  stepsToTakeEighth = SLOW_DOWN_STEPS; 
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  stepsToTakeFourth = SLOW_DOWN_STEPS; 
  stepsToTakeHalf = SLOW_DOWN_STEPS; 
  stepsToTake--; //Prevent this from executing mutliple times. Since robot 
stops when decel complete, if stepsToTake is too negative when decel complete this is not 
problem 
 } 
  
 if( !decelerating && accelerating ){ 
  pauseRight = false; 
  pauseLeft = false; 
  //only set if not already set 
  reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel = reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel == NOT_SET ? 
useLineSensors : reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel; 
  //startLineSensors(false); 
  if(stepsToTakeSixtenth > 0){ 
   //take these steps... 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_16); 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTakeSixtenth; 
  } else if(stepsToTakeEighth > 0){ 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_8); 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTakeEighth; 
  } else if(stepsToTakeFourth > 0){ 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_4); 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTakeFourth; 
  } else if(stepsToTakeHalf > 0){ 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_2); 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTakeHalf; 
  } else{ 
   accelerating = false; 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_FULL); 
   //Since I've done the math, and planned acceleration to take 1/4 a 
revolution, we must assume the wheel has turned 1/4th rotation at this point and update 
the steps to take to match. 
   stepsToTake -= FULL_STEPS_USED_TO_SPEED_UP+1; //+1 to adjust for -1 
earlier 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTake; 
   startLineSensors(reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel); 
  } 
 } 
 else if(decelerating){ 
  pauseRight = false; 
  pauseLeft = false; 
  reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel = reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel == NOT_SET ? 
useLineSensors : reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel; 
  //startLineSensors(false); 
  if(stepsToTakeHalf > 0){ 
   //take these steps... 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_2); 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTakeHalf; 
  } else if(stepsToTakeFourth > 0){ 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_4); 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTakeFourth; 
  } else if(stepsToTakeEighth > 0){ 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_8); 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTakeEighth; 
  } else if(stepsToTakeSixtenth > 0){ 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_16); 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTakeSixtenth; 
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  } else{ 
   setMicrostep(MSTEP_FULL); 
   decelerating = false; 
   stepsToTake -= FULL_STEPS_USED_TO_SLOW_DOWN; 
   stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTake; 
  } 
 } 
 else{ 
  //I dont think this gets executed. Be sure to put what would go here in 
last else of Accel 
  startLineSensors(reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel); 
  setMicrostep(MSTEP_FULL); 
  stepsToDecrement = &stepsToTake; 
 }  
  
 if(outputLevel){ 
  //Make high low. 
  outputLevel = 0; 
  STEPPER_PORT &= ~((1<<STEPPER_L_STEP) | (1<<STEPPER_R_STEP)); 
 }else { 
  //Output is low. Do math to determine if we should step 
  if(*stepsToDecrement > 0){ 
   *stepsToDecrement -= 1; 
   outputLevel = 1; 
   if(pausedStepCountR > STEPS_PER_REV / (CORRECTIVE_TURN_DIVISOR)){ 
    if(pausedDurationR++ > STEPS_PER_REV * 1.5){ 
     pausedStepCountR = 0; 
     pausedDurationR = 0; 
    }else{ 
     pauseRight = false; 
    } 
   } 
   if(pausedStepCountL > STEPS_PER_REV / (CORRECTIVE_TURN_DIVISOR)){ 
    if(pausedDurationL++ > STEPS_PER_REV * 1.5){ 
     pausedStepCountL = 0; 
     pausedDurationL = 0; 
    }else{ 
     pauseLeft = false; 
    } 
   } 
   if(!pauseLeft && !pauseRight){ 
    PORTB &= ~((1<<STEPPER_R_ENABLE) | (1<<STEPPER_L_ENABLE)); 
//Enable both motors cause both are going to step 
    STEPPER_PORT |= (1<<STEPPER_L_STEP) | (1<<STEPPER_R_STEP); 
   }else if(!pauseLeft){ 
    //en/able reset 
    PORTB |= (1<<STEPPER_R_ENABLE); //disable stepper to prevent 
brake 
    STEPPER_PORT |= (1<<STEPPER_L_STEP); 
    pausedStepCountR++; 
   }else if (!pauseRight){ 
    PORTB |= (1<<STEPPER_L_ENABLE); //disable stepper to prevent 
brake   
    STEPPER_PORT |= (1<<STEPPER_R_STEP); 
    pausedStepCountL++; 
   } 
  }else{ 
   *stepsToDecrement = -1; 
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  } 
 } 
  
 if(reloading){ 
  if(reloadCounter++ < reloadTime){ 
   LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL(LED_GREEN); 
  }else{ 
   reloadCounter = reloadTime; 
   reloading = false; 
   LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL(LED_OFF); 
  } 
 } 
  
 moving = stepsToTake >= 0; 
  
 if(!moving){ 
  PORTB &= ~((1<<STEPPER_L_ENABLE) | (1<<STEPPER_R_ENABLE)); //Ensure motors 
are on. 
  //Disable motors for power issue / heat 
  if(brakeCounter++ >= BRAKING_TIME){ 
   brakeCounter = BRAKING_TIME; //prevent overflow 
   PORTD &= ~(1<<STEPPER_RESET_PIN); 
   brakingComplete = true; 
  } 
 } 
  
 //Start the robot 
 if(!launched){ 
  uint8_t cpins = ~(PINC); 
  launched = cpins & (1<<LAUNCH_PIN); 
 } 
  
 /* 
 sei(); 
 if(ADCSRA && (1<<ADIF)){ 
  //interrupt waiting. Make sure ADC keeps going. 
  ADCSRA = 0 | (1<<ADIF); //clear interrupt, restart thing. 
  startLineSensors(useLineSensors); 
 }*/ 
} 
 
uint8_t outsideHasCrossedLine = false; 
 
ISR(ADC_vect){ 
 currentSensor = ADMUX; 
  
 PORTB |= (1<<LED_RED_PIN);//Add Red to led 
  
 if(currentDirection == FORWARD){ 
  nextSensor = currentSensor == LS_FORWARD_OUTSIDE ? LS_FORWARD_INSIDE : 
LS_FORWARD_OUTSIDE; 
 }else if(currentDirection == BACKWARD){ 
  nextSensor = currentSensor == LS_BACKWARD_OUTSIDE ? LS_BACKWARD_INSIDE : 
LS_BACKWARD_OUTSIDE; 
 }else{ 
  startLineSensors(false); 
  return; 
 } 
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 ADMUX = nextSensor; 
  
 if(currentSensor == LS_FORWARD_OUTSIDE || currentSensor == LS_BACKWARD_OUTSIDE){ 
  outsideValue = ((ADC & 0x3FF)); 
 }else{ 
  insideValue = ((ADC & 0x3FF)); 
 } 
 pauseRight = false; 
 pauseLeft = false; 
  
 uint8_t colorrr = 0; 
 if(SEEING_WHITE(insideValue)) colorrr |= LED_GREEN; 
 if(SEEING_WHITE(outsideValue)) colorrr |= LED_BLUE; 
 LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL2(colorrr); 
  
 //If inside sees black, go left immediately 
 //stepsToSkipRight += 5; 
 //else If outside sees white (both see white), go right 
 if(!SEEING_WHITE(insideValue)){ 
  //Inside sees black. Turn away from center 
  pauseLeft = true;     
   
  if(SEEING_WHITE(outsideValue)){ 
   outsideHasCrossedLine = true; 
  } 
 }else{ 
  if(SEEING_WHITE(outsideValue)){ 
   //Both seeing white. Turn toward center of field 
   pauseRight = true;  
  }else{ 
   //Stradeling the line. :/ 
   outsideHasCrossedLine = false; 
  } 
 } 
  
 if(outsideHasCrossedLine){ 
  LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL2(LED_RED); 
  //turn back 
  pauseLeft = true; 
  pauseRight = false; //in case it makes it all the way over, this was 
causing it to stop completely 
  pausedStepCountL = 0; //make damn sure it stops 
  pausedDurationL = 0; 
 } 
  
 ADCSRA |= (1<<ADSC); 
} 
 
 
 
/****************************************************************************** 
* 
*        Methods 
* 
******************************************************************************/ 
 
/* 
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A 1 kHz clock ISR will always be running. This is the step frequency for the stepper 
motors. Hopefully we will be able to apply the step to the pin and be able to leave 
enable off. 
*/ 
 
 
 
 
 
void initTimers(void){ 
 //Stepper Motor Timer - TIMER0 - 2 kHz using isr 
 TCCR0A |= (1<<WGM01); 
  
 OCR0A = STEPPER_OCR0A_801HZ; //2 kHz with a prescaler of 64; 2 kHz because we must 
generate both up and down events 
  
 TIMSK0 |= (1<<OCIE0A); 
 //Start timer with method call, startStepperTimer(true); 
  
 //Servo Timer - TIMER1 - 50 Hz PWM with varying duty cycle, outputting directly to 
OC1A (PB2/DIG10) 
 TCCR1A = 0 | (1<<COM1A1) | (0<<COM1B1) | (1<<WGM11); 
 TCCR1B = 0 | (1<<WGM13) | (1<<WGM12) | (1<<CS11); 
 ICR1 = 40000; 
 setServoDirection(FORWARD); 
  
} 
 
void initADC(void){ 
 ADMUX = 1; 
 ADCSRA |= (1<<ADEN) |  
     (1<<ADIE) |  
     (1<<ADPS1)| 
     (1<<ADPS0);    //Turn On ADC and set prescaler (CLK/8) 
 ADCSRB = 0x00;    //Set gain & turn off autotrigger 
 DIDR0 |= (1<<LS_FORWARD_OUTSIDE) | 
    (1<<LS_FORWARD_INSIDE)  | 
    (1<<LS_BACKWARD_OUTSIDE)| 
    (1<<LS_BACKWARD_INSIDE); 
 ADMUX = 1; 
} 
 
void init(void){ 
 DDRB = 0xff; 
 DDRC |= 0        | 
   (INPUT_PIN<<LAUNCH_PIN)   |  
   (INPUT_PIN<<LS_FORWARD_OUTSIDE) | 
   (INPUT_PIN<<LS_FORWARD_INSIDE) | 
   (INPUT_PIN<<LS_BACKWARD_OUTSIDE)| 
   (INPUT_PIN<<LS_BACKWARD_INSIDE) | 
   (OUTPUT_PIN<<RELOAD_LED); 
    
 PORTC |= (1<<LAUNCH_PIN); //turn on pullup for LaunchPin 
 MCUCR &= ~(1<<PUD);   //Enable pullups 
  
 DDRD =  0      | 
 (OUTPUT_PIN<<STEPPER_M0)  | 
 (OUTPUT_PIN<<STEPPER_M1)  | 
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 (OUTPUT_PIN<<STEPPER_M2)  | 
 (OUTPUT_PIN<<STEPPER_RESET_PIN) | 
 (OUTPUT_PIN<<STEPPER_R_DIR)  | 
 (OUTPUT_PIN<<STEPPER_R_STEP) | 
 (OUTPUT_PIN<<STEPPER_L_DIR)  | 
 (OUTPUT_PIN<<STEPPER_L_STEP); 
  
 initTimers(); 
 initADC(); 
  
  
 //Fault and Launch Button External Interrupt Setup 
 //EICRA |= (1<<ISC00); //Any pin change is interrupt 
 //Fault is PinD2 (INT0), whereas Launch is PinD3 (INT1) 
 //EIMSK |= (1<<INT0); 
 
  
 sei(); 
} 
void startLineSensors(bool active){ 
 if(useLineSensors != active){ 
  useLineSensors = active; 
  if(active){ 
   ADCSRA |= (1<<ADEN) | //Enable ADC 
       (1<<ADSC) | //Start conversion 
       (1<<ADIE) | //Enable interrupt 
       (1<<ADPS1)| //CLK Prescaler 4 
       (0<<ADPS0); //CLK Prescaler 4 
  }else{ 
   ADCSRA = 0;  //Turn it all off 
   LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL2(LED_OFF); 
  } 
   
 } 
} 
 
void startStepperTimer(bool active){ 
 if(stepperTimeActive != active){ 
  stepperTimeActive = active; 
  if(active){ 
   brakeCounter = 0; 
   TCCR0B = 0 | (1<<CS01) | (1<<CS00); //Starts the timer 
  }else{ 
   TCCR0B = 0; 
  } 
  //TIFR0 |= (1<<OCF0A);//clear previous 
 } 
} 
 
void startServoTimer(bool active){ 
 if(active){ 
  TCCR1B = 0 | (1<<WGM13) | (1<<WGM12) | (1<<CS11); 
 }else{ 
  TCCR1B &= ~(1<<CS11); 
  //TODO : VARIABLIZE the following line 
  PORTB &= ~(1<<PINB1); 
 } 
} 
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void setServoDirection(bool forward){ 
 if(forward){ 
  OCR1A = SERVO_FULL_FORWARD; 
 }else{ 
  OCR1A = SERVO_FULL_BACK; 
 } 
} 
 
//Changes voltage on pin causing stepper driver to spin the stepper cw or ccw 
void setStepperDirection(int wheel, int forward){ 
 if(wheel == WHEEL_LEFT){ 
  if(forward == FORWARD){ 
   STEPPER_PORT &= ~(1<<STEPPER_L_DIR); 
  }else{ 
   STEPPER_PORT |= (1<<STEPPER_L_DIR); 
  } 
 }else if(wheel == WHEEL_RIGHT){ 
  if(forward == FORWARD){ 
   STEPPER_PORT &= ~(1<<STEPPER_R_DIR); 
  }else{ 
   STEPPER_PORT |= (1<<STEPPER_R_DIR); 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
//Stops things 
void shutdown(void){ 
 LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL(LED_OFF); 
 startServoTimer(false); 
 startLineSensors(false); 
 STEPPER_PORT &= ~(1<<STEPPER_RESET_PIN); 
} 
void LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL(int magicNumber){ 
 //do nothing. Remvoe for competition 
} 
 
//A debug function that displays a color on the attached tri-color led 
void LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL2(int magicNumber){ 
 /* 
 Colors and Magic Numbers 
 0 - 000 - OFF 
 1 - 001 - RED 
 2 - 010 - GREEN 
 3 - 011 - YELLOW 
 4 - 100 - BLUE 
 5 - 101 - VIOLET 
 6 - 110 - INDIGO 
 7 - 111 - WHITE 
 */ 
  
 magicNumber = magicNumber % 8; // 7 to get the same color at 8 as 1; 
 if (magicNumber & c_RED){ 
  LED_PORT |= (1<<LED_RED_PIN); 
  }else{ 
  LED_PORT &= ~(1<<LED_RED_PIN); 
 } 
  
 if (magicNumber & c_BLUE){ 
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  LED_PORT |= (1<<LED_BLUE_PIN); 
  }else{ 
  LED_PORT &= ~(1<<LED_BLUE_PIN); 
 } 
  
 if (magicNumber & c_GREEN){ 
  LED_PORT |= (1<<LED_GREEN_PIN); 
  }else{ 
  LED_PORT &= ~(1<<LED_GREEN_PIN); 
 } 
} 
 
//Wait for the motors to complete their steps before continuing execution 
void finishMove(void){ 
 if(!stepperTimeActive){ 
  startStepperTimer(true); 
  moving = true; 
 } 
  
 while(moving || !brakingComplete){ 
  //do nothing / spin lock 
  if(accelerating){ 
   LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL(LED_YELLOW); 
  }else if(decelerating){ 
   LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL(LED_RED); 
  }else{ 
   LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL(LED_BLUE); 
  } 
 } 
 return; 
} 
 
 
//Spin both wheels this many steps. After adding line sensors, this will now also attempt 
to follow the line if the value is set, which will throw off step count in real world. 
void moveNumSteps(int steps, bool lineSensorsActive){ 
 reEnableLineSensorsAfterAccel = NOT_SET; 
 startLineSensors(lineSensorsActive); 
 startStepperTimer(false); 
 stepsToTakeSixtenth = SPEED_UP_STEPS; 
 stepsToTakeEighth = SPEED_UP_STEPS; 
 stepsToTakeFourth = SPEED_UP_STEPS; 
 stepsToTakeHalf = SPEED_UP_STEPS; 
 stepsToTake = steps; 
 moving = true; 
 brakeCounter = 0; 
 accelerating = true; 
 startStepperTimer(true); 
 finishMove(); 
} 
 
/* 
void moveNumDegrees(long degrees){ 
moveNumDegrees2(degrees, true); 
} 
 
void moveNumDegrees2(long degrees, bool accelerate){ 
if(degrees < 180){ 
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//explode; 
return; 
} 
} 
 
void turn(float degrees){ 
int steps = 0; 
int storedDirectionL = wheelDirectionLeft; 
int storedDirectionR = wheelDirectionRIGHT; 
 
//steps = ( WHEEL_BASE * 3.14159 * (abs(degrees)/360.0) ) / DIST_ONE_REV * STEPS_PER_REV; 
steps = LEFT_TURN_STEPS; 
if(degrees < 0){ 
setStepperDirection(WHEEL_LEFT, BACKWARD); 
setStepperDirection(WHEEL_RIGHT, FORWARD); 
}else{ 
setStepperDirection(WHEEL_LEFT, FORWARD); 
setStepperDirection(WHEEL_RIGHT, BACKWARD); 
} 
startStepperTimer(false); 
stepsToTake = steps; 
startStepperTimer(true); 
finishMove(); 
setStepperDirection(WHEEL_LEFT, storedDirectionL); 
setStepperDirection(WHEEL_RIGHT, storedDirectionR); 
return; 
} 
*/ 
 
//For the one and only turn after starting on back line. 
void makeTHELeft(void){ 
 currentDirection = 3;//turning 
 //startStepperTimer(false); 
 setStepperDirection(WHEEL_LEFT, BACKWARD); 
 setStepperDirection(WHEEL_RIGHT, FORWARD); 
 moveNumSteps(LEFT_TURN_STEPS, false); 
 setStepperDirection(WHEEL_LEFT, FORWARD); 
 setStepperDirection(WHEEL_RIGHT, FORWARD); 
 return; 
} 
 
//Uses defaults to pause robot long enough to reload 
void reload(void){ 
 reload2(LED_GREEN); 
} 
 
//Provides a color to display while robot pauses execution 
void reload2(int color){ 
 reload3(color, RELOAD_TIME, false); 
} 
//Can be used as a pause button. Stops robot for a specified number of ms, with the 
options to specify color of led during this break and if the servo should be spinning. 
void reload3(int color, int time_ms, bool startServo){ 
 reloadTime = 2 * time_ms; 
 reloadCounter = 0; 
 reloading = true; 
  
 startServoTimer(startServo); 
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 startStepperTimer(true); //in case it isn't 
  
 while(reloading){ 
  LED_CONTROL_COLORFUL(color); 
  if(!startServo){ 
   //Only turn on if not firing 
   PORTC |= (1<<RELOAD_LED); 
  } 
 } 
  
 if(startServo){ 
  startServoTimer(false); 
 } 
 PORTC &= ~(1<<RELOAD_LED); 
 return; 
} 
 
void fireHopper(void){ 
 reload3(LED_OFF, 1750, true); 
} 
 
void testStepCount(void){ 
 reload3(LED_INDIGO, 5000, false); 
  
 stepsToTake = 400; 
 reload3(LED_RED, 400, false);/* 
 stepsToTakeLeft = 300; 
 stepsToTakeRight = 300; 
 reload3(LED_RED+1, 1000, false); 
 stepsToTakeLeft = 200; 
 stepsToTakeRight = 200; 
 reload3(LED_RED+2, 1000, false); 
 stepsToTakeLeft = 100; 
 stepsToTakeRight = 100; 
 reload3(LED_RED+3, 1000, false); 
 stepsToTakeLeft = 400; 
 stepsToTakeRight = 400; 
 reload3(LED_RED+4, 1000, false);*/ 
  
  
} 
 
void setMicrostep(int setting){ 
 if(currentMicrostep != setting){ 
  currentMicrostep = setting; 
   
  switch (setting){ 
   //Bit order: M2, M1, M0 
   default : 
   case MSTEP_FULL : 
    //000 
    STEPPER_PORT &= ~((1<<STEPPER_M0) | (1<<STEPPER_M1) | 
(1<<STEPPER_M2)); 
   break; 
   case MSTEP_2 : 
    //001 
    STEPPER_PORT &= ~((1<<STEPPER_M1) | (1<<STEPPER_M2)); 
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    STEPPER_PORT |= ((1<<STEPPER_M0)); 
   break; 
   case MSTEP_4 : 
    //010 
    STEPPER_PORT &= ~((1<<STEPPER_M0) | (1<<STEPPER_M2)); 
    STEPPER_PORT |= ((1<<STEPPER_M1)); 
   break; 
   case MSTEP_8 : 
    //011 
    STEPPER_PORT &= ~((1<<STEPPER_M2)); 
    STEPPER_PORT |= ((1<<STEPPER_M0) | (1<<STEPPER_M1)); 
   break; 
   case MSTEP_16: 
    //100 
    STEPPER_PORT &= ~((1<<STEPPER_M0) | (1<<STEPPER_M1)); 
    STEPPER_PORT |= ((1<<STEPPER_M2)); 
   break; 
   case MSTEP_32: 
    //111 
    STEPPER_PORT |= ((1<<STEPPER_M0) | (1<<STEPPER_M1) | 
(1<<STEPPER_M2)); 
   break; 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void testFreq(void){ 
 uint8_t colorCounter = 1; 
 int duration = 2000; 
 int timerValue = 249; 
 int ocr0aValue = OCR0A; 
  
 for(timerValue = 249; timerValue >= 124; timerValue -=25){ 
  OCR0A = (uint8_t) timerValue; 
  stepsToTake = duration; 
  reload3(colorCounter++, duration, false); 
  reload3(LED_OFF, duration*2, false); 
 } 
  
 stepsToTake = 0; 
 OCR0A = ocr0aValue; 
} 
 
int getNext(int id){ 
 switch (id % 8){ 
  default: 
  case 0: 
   return MSTEP_FULL; 
   break; 
  case 1: 
   return MSTEP_2; 
   break; 
  case 2: 
   return MSTEP_4; 
   break; 
  case 3: 
   return MSTEP_8; 
   break; 
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  case 4: 
   return MSTEP_16; 
   break; 
  case 5: 
  case 6: 
  case 7: 
   return MSTEP_32; 
   break; 
 } 
} 
/****************************************************************************** 
* 
*        Main 
* 
******************************************************************************/ 
int main (void){ 
 init(); 
  
 uint8_t colorful = 0; 
  
 currentDirection = FORWARD; 
  
 startLineSensors(true); //Debug/function check 
 startServoTimer(true); 
 //Wait for button push 
 while(!launched){ 
  reload3(colorful++, 166, false); 
  setMicrostep(getNext(colorful)); 
 } 
 PORTB |= (1<<LED_RED_PIN); 
 startLineSensors(false); 
  
 reload3(LED_WHITE, 100, false);  //blocks 
 
 setStepperDirection(WHEEL_RIGHT, FORWARD); 
 setStepperDirection(WHEEL_LEFT, FORWARD); 
 
 moveNumSteps((2.9*400.0), false); //-24 //blocks 
  
 reload3(LED_RED, 100, false); 
  
 makeTHELeft(); 
  
 setStepperDirection(WHEEL_RIGHT, FORWARD); 
 setStepperDirection(WHEEL_LEFT, FORWARD); 
 currentDirection = FORWARD; 
  
 moveNumSteps(400, true); 
 fireHopper(); //Fire 
  
 startLineSensors(true); 
 moveNumSteps(STEPS_FROM_LEFT_TO_FP, true); //Move from FiringPosition to Left Edge 
  
  
 while(1){ 
  reload(); 
  currentDirection = !currentDirection; 
  setStepperDirection(WHEEL_RIGHT, currentDirection); 
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  setStepperDirection(WHEEL_LEFT, currentDirection); 
  if(currentDirection == FORWARD){ 
   moveNumSteps(STEPS_FROM_RIGHT_TO_FP-200, true); 
   fireHopper(); 
   moveNumSteps(STEPS_FROM_LEFT_TO_FP+200, true); 
  }else{ 
   moveNumSteps(STEPS_FROM_LEFT_TO_FP+200, true); 
   fireHopper(); 
   moveNumSteps(STEPS_FROM_RIGHT_TO_FP-200, true); 
  } 
 } 
  
 shutdown(); 
} 
 
 
